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High Performance 2D CAD Program CADintosh 8.1 For OS X Now Available
Published on 01/26/15
Lemke Software GmbH today announces CADintosh 8.1, an update to its high performance 2D
CAD program for Mac OS X. CADintosh provides a wide selection of tools to develop
technical, mechanical, and architectural drawings. Designed especially for Technical
Draftsmen and Designers, CADintosh includes many new and updated features including
improved pen options, the addition of a large crosshair cursor option, and the ability to
export the visible drawing as DXF is added.
Peine, Germany - Longtime Macintosh developer and award-winning publisher, Lemke
Software
GmbH today is pleased to announce the release and immediate availability of CADintosh 8.1
for Mac OS X, an update to its high performance 2D CAD program. A native MAC OS X
application, CADintosh includes a wide variety of tools to develop professional technical,
mechanical, and architectural drawings.
Designed especially for Technical Draftsmen and Designers, CADintosh includes many
usability advantages and workflow improvements. The number of elements that can be used is
limited only by the available memory of the OS and pre-settings are saved for each
drawing. Version 8.1 includes a new large crosshair cursor option, the ability to export
the visible drawing (active layer set) in DXF-format. An open/save of sets featured has
been added as well.
Feature Highlights:
* Comfortable and simplified User Interface
* Number of elements only limited by the available memory
* Saves pre-settings for each drawing
* 8 pens with freely definable line widths and line colors
* 6 different line types
* Line widths from 0.0 to 99.99 mm with each element designated a different color and
width
* Functions available for lines, circles, dimensioning, hatching, X-lines, etc.
* Allows 32,000 groups
* Supports 1,024 layers
* Complex layer management
* Import and export of DXF, HPGL, IGES and PDF formatted files
* 64-bit and unicode support
* Support for symbol libraries for the import and export of symbols
* Alternative units (i.e. inches)
* Runs natively in OS X
* Support of retina displays
* Tutorial
CADintosh drawings are composed of layers that can be conveniently organized in groups.
CADintosh supports up to 1,024 layers and allows 32,000 groups. CADintosh contains a wide
selection of design tools to create professional drawings. Users can quickly and easily
create lines, circles, text, dimensions, X-lines, hatching, and set scale within their
drawing. There are 8 different pens of varying widths, colors, and styles that can be
conveniently changed by accessing drop-down menus at the top of the drawing. CADintosh
also provides 6 different lines types available, including full line, dotted line, chain
line, dotted line with two dots, zigzag line, and short dotted line. Lines widths vary
from 0.0 to 99.99 mm in individual mode and each element can be designated a different
color and width.
Users can import and export several file types in CADintosh including DXF, HPGL, IGES and
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PDF. Although CADintosh includes internal symbols, registered users can import and export
symbol libraries that can be utilized in their design. They can also save any symbols they
have created in an archive. All CADintosh projects can be created in either metric or
imperial units.
The updated version of CADintosh includes many enhanced and updated features. Users now
have improved visibility of the pen options and only those options that are available are
displayed. If opened, the symbol library will be stored during application usage.
CADintosh also provides support of ^53 and ^54 shortcuts, and text can now contain ^xx
commands and text. Additionally, many internal bugs were fixed.
"CADintosh delivers the most professional and well thought-out features for all your
design requirements," says Thorsten Lemke, president of Lemke Software. "We have been
developing CADintosh since 1990 and will continue to make it more powerful by adding new
features and enhancing others. We are committed to providing the best 2D CAD program on
the OS X market. Try it for free and see if you don't agree that CADintosh delivers an
excellent value for an excellent price."
Language Support:
* English, Danish, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Spanish and Portuguese
System Requirements:
* OS X 10.6.8 or later
* 50 MB
Pricing and Availability:
CADintosh 8.1 is only $33.99 (USD) and available worldwide through the Mac App Store in
the Graphics & Design category. It can also be directly purchased online from the
Lemkesoft website for $32.00 (USD). Version 8.1 is a free update for all CADintosh 8.x
users. The upgrade from 1.x-7.x to 8.x is $19.95 (USD) on the Lemke website.
Lemkesoft:
http://www.lemkesoft.de/en/lemkesoft/
CADintosh 8.1:
http://www.lemkesoft.de/en/products/cadintosh/
Purchase from iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/cadintosh-x/id494275914
Purchase from Website:
http://www.lemkesoft.de/en/products/cadintosh/download/
Screenshot:
http://a3.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple4/v4/b5/21/2a/b5212a2d-476de826-a115-5f43fd16bd49/screen800x500.jpeg
Application Icon:
http://a2.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple3/v4/e7/5f/28/e75f2826-8d4f-1d41-bf0a-27af09207f47/icon2
56.png

Based in Peine, Germany, Lemke Software GmbH is a developer and publisher of Macintosh
software. Founded by Thorsten Lemke in 2002, the main focus and passion of Lemke Software
is centered on the maintenance and further development of GraphicConverter. Lemke Software
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also develops individual solutions for special customer requirements. All Material and
Software (C) Copyright 2014 Lemke Software GmbH. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple
logo, Macintosh and Mac OS X are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or
other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of their
respective owners.
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